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In this note structural properties of a normal basis
generator for a finite field F over a subfield F are
highlighted. These properties are related to the existence of
intermediate subfields E between F and F.
A canonical decomposition of a normal basis generator is
given and the possibility for a product of normal basis
generators to be a normal basis generator is considered.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper F is a finite field. F is a subfield of
F (F>F ) "m" is the dimension of F as a vector space over F (the
"degree" of F over F, written m = IF:F]), Bm={bo, bl,..., bm_1 })
is a generic basis for F/F in which bo, bl,..., bm_1 are the
linearly independent vectors of the basis. Assume that p and
q=pS are the characteristic and the cardinality of F
2respectively, and G is a generator of the cyclic group of the F-
automorphisms of F aut(F/F) (the "Galois group" of F/F)
G:F -F : b -b q = Gb for every b £ F
A basis Bm for F/F is "normal" if bi = Giv = vq i = 0,1...,m-1
for some v in F (a normal basis generated by v). If Bm is a
normal basis for F/F generated by the element v we can use the
notation Nm v instead of Bm . It can be shown that a normal
basis always exists and that the minimal polynomial of G (as a
linear transformation over F) is Xm-1. The "trace" of beF over
m-I
F, denoted Tr,/F(b), is the element b+bq+...+b q . The trace
is a linear operator of F over F, moreover Trf/F(b) is in F.
Let f(x) = ao+alx+...+qnxn-1 be a polynomial over the
field F of q elements. The "linearized" polynomial of f(x) is
n-l
the polynomial Lf(x) = aox + a1xq +...+ an_1xq . Notice that
if beF then Lf(b) = f(G)b. Let m be a positive integer prime
with the characteristic p, and let xm-1 = fo(x)fl(x)...fk(x) be
the prime factors decomposition of xm-1 over F, where fo(x),
fl(x)...fk(x) are irreducible polynomial over F with fo(x) = x-1
and m is the degree of F over F. The following two lemmas are
easily proved via linear algebra methods:
Lemma 1: Let aeiF be a zero of Lf (x). Then a = ao + a2 + ... +
+oK-l is a normal basis generator for F/F.
Lemma 2: a8F is a normal basis generator for F/F if and only if
3L1 . (a) A 0 for i=O,1,...,K-1, where lj(x) = (xm-1)/fj(x)
j=O,1,...,K-1.
In particular, Lemma 2 requires that Trf/F(a) = L1 (a) O0.
Another useful result is the following [4]:
Lemma 3: If p is the characteristic of F and pn is the degree
of F over F then a is a normal basis generator for F/F if and
only if Trf/F(a) is not zero.
2. COMPOSITION OF NORMAL BASES GENERATORS
Let E be a subfield of F containing F, v2 and v1 normal
bases generators for F/E and E/F respectively; m2(m1) the degree
of F over E (of E over F), m = m1m2.
We start investigating when the element v = v2v1 is a
normal basis generator for F/F.
Notice that Trf/E(V) = v1 Trf/E(V2) and Try/E (v) a E.
Theorem 1: If v is a normal basis generator for F/F then
TrF/E(V) generates a normal basis for E/F.
Proof: Let bo = TrF/E, bi = ba, i = 0,1,...,m 1-1. Every non
zero linear dependence relation over F between the bi's implies
a non zero linear dependence between the elements vq
i=O,...,m-1 of the normal basis generated by v (and this is a
4contradiction).
Theorem 2: If p is the characteristic of the field and m=pn
then v = v2v1 generates a normal basis for F/F if and only if
TrF/E(V) generates a normal basis for E/F.
Proof: This is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1 and
Lemma 3, because TrF/F(V) = TrE/F(TrF/E(V)) A 0.
Theorem 3: Let v = v2v1 be such that TrF/E(v) e F, then v
generates a normal basis for F/F if and only if v2vq is an
element of L - span F{Vq , i=O,l,...,m-1} for i=O,1,...,m1-1.
Proof: v2vq e F so the direct part is obvious. Conversely we
show that L is closed with regard to the product of the elements
of F and it contains E and v2 so L = F.
TrF/E(V) L, TrF/E(V) = v1Trf/E(v2 ) and
i i i
Tr /E(vq ) = (Tr/E (v))q = v (Tr/E (v2))q but
F/E F/E 1 /E 2
i
TrF/E(V2 ) e F so (TrF/E (v2))q = TrF/E (v2) and
i
E = spanF{v i = 0,1,...,m -1) is contained in L.
5If a e E avq vq av ahkl 2 a hkeF
O<h(<m
O<k<m2
h km
so L is closed under the product of F if and only if vq v2q is
in L for every h,k. But it suffices that this is true only for
k=O because L is a vector space invariant under the
transformation x ->Gx = xq .
m2
Theorem 4. Let m=mlm2 with m1 ,m2 relatively prime and v 2 = v2
(i.e. v2 is in a field of dimension m2 over F). Then v=v2v1 is
a normal basis generator for F/F if and only if Trf/F (v) is a
normal basis generator for E/F.
Proof. The direct part is the Theorem 1 statement. Conversely,
q'l k+ h
v2 = v2 for O<_k<m2 O< h< m l if and only if mlk+h = 0 mod m2
but these equations have exactly one solution in k for every h
since mi and m2 are relatively prime. So for every o<h<m1 we
can find O<k<m 2 such that
mlk+h- . mik+h mlk+h m1k+h mlk h
= v v1 =v 2v= v 2(v ) = vv2 2 21
i.e. v2vq s L = spanFvw i=0,1,...} for h = 0,1,...,ml-1
and the asserted result follows from Theorem 3.
6We introduce a particular type of basis. Let F be a
subfield of E and E', m (m') the degree of E over F (of E' over
F),
F > E > F, F ) E' > F, Bm = (bO'blb' b M-1
B' ,= {b, b',... ,b}, I be bases of E/F and E'/F, respectively,
B B', = {beF:a=b.b' for O<i<m O<i<m').
m m' i I
As it can be seen spanF {Bm BA') is the smallest field F'
containing E and E' and [F':F] = lcm fm,m'}. If m, m 'are
relatively prime then a set of mm' coordinate vectors for a
basis of F'/F can be chosen by ordering the mm'elements of Bm `
Bm,. We call such a basis a "direct composition" of the bases
Bm and B',. Notice that if m and m' are relatively prime Bm,
(Bm ) is also a basis for F' over E (over E'). With the
assumptions and arguments used in Theorem 4 it can be seen that
every element v mlk Vh O<k<m2 O<h<m1 is in the set
vq()v2 i=O,1,...,} and so the normal basis for F/F
generated by v = v2v1 is a direct composition of the normal
bases generated by v2 and v1. The results of Theorem 4 and the
notion of direct composition of bases extends to the case of n
bases Bm , Bm2* ..,B m n
Theorem 5. Let F > E > F r(m) the degree of F over E (of E over
F) and v a normal basis generator for F/F. Suppose xr -1 has
7the same prime factors over F and over E and the characteristic
of the field does not divide r2. There exist v2 8F and v1eE
normal bases generators for F/E and E/F respectively such that v
- v2 vl .
-1Pr 1 TTProof: Let v1 = Tr~/E(v) v2=vv1l v=v2v1 x k fk(x),
fk(x) irreducible polynomial in F[x] and E[x], li(x) =
=(xr -1)/fi(x). v1, v2 satisfy the stated claim. In fact if G
generates aut(F/F) Gr generates aut(F/E), Ghm b=b for every b
in E and li(G)v2 = li(Gm )v 1 v = v1 li(G )v = if and only
if li(Gm )v = O. In li(Gm ) G appears with an exponent lower
than rm = [F:F] so it is impossible that li(Gm )v = 0 because v
is a normal basis generator. So li(Gm )v2 t 0 for every i and,
for Lemma 2, v2 is a normal basis generator for F/E. Also vl is
a normal basis generator, as stated in Theorem 1, and the proof
is complete.
Notice that v1 c E may be any normal basis generator for
E/F.
If v1 = TrF/E(v) then TrF/E(v2) = Trq/E(vvr1 ) = v fTr,/E(V) =
=vlv1 = 1 and if Try/F(v) = 1 also TrE/F(vl) =
=TrE/F(TrE/F(Tr(/E(v)) = Tr-/F(V) = 1.
8In general if F > E > F then veF can be written uniquely as v =
v2vle, where e = Trf/F(v) e F, v2 e F, v1 c E and TrF/E(v2) =
TrE/F(V 1) = 1.
With respect to Theorem 5 it can be easily shown that the
following holds:
Theorem 6. Let F > E > F m the degree of E over F and
n = [F(r ):F] where F(r ) is the splitting field of xr -1 over
F:
(i) xr -1 has the same prime factors over F and E if
and only if m and n are relatively prime.
(ii) if gcd {m,n} = 1 then n/l = [E(r ):E].
3. CANONICAL DECOMPOSITION OF A NORMAL BASIS GENERATOR
Studying the structure of a normal basis generator leads
naturally to give a closer look to xm-1, the minimal polynomial
of G over F and to its splitting field F(m) (the m-th cyclotomic
field over F). Let Qm(x) be the m-th cyclotomic polynomial and
m = In, where 1 is a prime integer different from the
characteristic of the field, then Ql(x) = x-1 and
9n n-1i
Q (x) = (x -1)/(x1 -1) for n>i
n
1n
x -1 = 0Q(X)Ql(X) ... Qln(X)
Moreover Q (x) = Q (x ) for every i_> j>O and
li+J 11
11 1
(x) =x +...+ x+1.
If Qli (x) is irreducible (reducible) over F so are the Qli (x)
for j<i (j>i). Let m,n be integers such that m=ns and if a
prime integer divide m then it divides also n. The field F will
be said to be (m,n)-regular if s = m/n = IF(m ):F(n ) ] .
In general [F(nS):F(n)] < s and if F is (m,n)-regular so
are the subfields of F(n). In the case of characteristic zero
and F the field of the rational numbers the degree of F(n) over
F is 0(n), 0 the Euler's totient function, so the field of the
rational numbers is always (m,n)-regular [3]. This is not true
for a finite field although simple conditions can garantee it
[3, lemma 3.34, 3.35].
In the appendix some useful results and observations on
regular fields and cyclotomic polynomials are listed with
particular regard to the case m a power of a prime integer. We
return now to normal bases generators.
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Theorem 7. Let v be a normal basis generator for F/F, F>F2>F
1 = [F:F 2], lk = [F2:F] 1 a prime number. There exist vleF and
vieF 2 such that v1, vi are normal bases generators for F/F2 and
F2/F respectively and v = vlv . Moreover if F = F1 > F2 >...>
> Fs > Fs+1 = F, with 1 the degree of Fi over Fi+j i = 1,...,s,
there exist vleF1, v2 eF2,...,vseFs such that vi is a normal
basis generator for Fi/Fi+1 and v = v1v2 ...v s.
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 5, because the prime
factors of xi-1 over F or F2 are identical as stated in 0.6.
The second part follows applying the first part repeatedly.
Theorem 8. Let v be a normal basis for F/F, m the degree of F
over F m = qq2 ' qk qiPi P1'··P k prime numbers
Pi < Pi+l i=l,...,k-1 F = F1 > F2 >...> Fk > Fk+1 = F,
qi the degree of Fi over Fi+l.
There exist v1 e F and v? e F2 such that v1, vi are normal
bases generators for F/F2 and F2/F respectively and v = vlvI.
Moreover, there exist v1 eF 1 , v2 eF2 ,F...vkeFk such that vi is a
normal basis generator for Fi/Fi+l and v = vlv2 ...vk.
Proof: The first part follows from Theorem 5, because the prime
factors of x q -1 over F or F2 are identical as follows from
Theorem 6 (n = [F(q):F] is divisible only, at most, for p1 and
divisors of p1 -1 so n is relatively prime with m/q1 because
11
P1 < P2 < .. < Pk) The second part follows applying the first
repeatedly.
nn 2
Theorem 9: Let F > E > F m = m2m1 = t m = t m 2 = t ,t a
prime, n1, n2 > 0, ml(m 2 ) the degree of E over F (of F over E),
v2,v1 normal bases generators for F/E and E/F respectively and
F be a (ts,t)-regular field. v = v2vI generates a normal bases
for F/F if and only if Trf/E(v) generates a normal base for E/F.
Proof. We have to prove only the inverse part (the direct part
is Theorem 1.).
Let
f (x) = Q (x) Q (x)...Q (x)
1 nl+1 n+21 t I t 
and f (x) e F[x] j = 1,2,... be the irreducible factors over
-1,j
F of f (x) .
n1
Define fj(x) = fn1 (X)/fn (x)
m
lj(x) =f (x)l)f(x) !() = ( x m-)/ f (x)i(x) n1=i (x) n
m1
where f' (x) a F[x} is a generic irreducible factor of (x -1)
nl,i
12
As a consequence of the (ts,t)-regularity of F and of the
relations
= t tj
Q j+ = Q (x) j = 1,2,... Q j+(x). = Qt(x )
t t tj+
We have that fn (x), fj(x), lj(x) and fn (x) are in F[xm] (see
also the appendix, Theorem A.5 in particular).
We want to prove our claim by means of Lemma 2. To this
end let us distinguish two cases:
Case 1:
lj(x) x=Gv = lj(G)v = L1 (v) 0 for every J.
Proof: lj(x) is a product of two polynomials in F[xm ] but if
a e E Gml a = a so fj(G)a = fj(1)a where fj(1) is in F and
different from zero (this is because x-1 does not divide fj(x)),
and fj(G)v = fj(G)v1v2 = vl(fj(G)v2 ).
lj(G)v = (Gml -I) fj(G)v, I the identity map, so lj(G)v = 0 if
and only if fj(G)v is in E i.e. fj(G)v2 is in E. This implies
lj(G)v2 = 0 where lj(x) can be seen as non zero polynomial
lj(xm ) in xm of degree less than m2, being Gml a generator of
the automorphism group aut(F/E). So lj(G)v2 = l*(Gml )v2 = O but
this contradicts the hypothesis that v2 is a normal basis
13
generator for F/E (with xm2-1 as minimal polynomial for GmI).
Case 2: l'(X) x=G = 1(G)v = L1 (v) k 0 for every i. By
contradiction suppose
km1 km1 km11
l!(G)v = O. then also (L (v))q =L (q ) = 1 I(G)vq = O
31 1
km1 km1
vq G v) for every k and so L :(tr/E = l(G)trF
Moreover (G)tr (v) = (li'(G)f (G))tr- (v) =
1 F/E I n1 F/E
= 1!''(G)(f (1)Tr (v)) =
1 TrF/E
n (1)(1' (G)TrF/E(v)) = 0 and
and f (1) # 0
i.e. li'(G) TrF/E(v) = 0 and this contradicts the hypothesis
that TrF/E(v) is a normal basis generator for E/F (the minimal
polynomial for G is xm-1 not a proper divisor like li'(x).
Finally, using lemma 2 with the assertions of case 1 and 2,
it follows that v is a normal basis generator for F/F.
Repeatedly applying Theorem 9 we obtain:
14
n.
Theorem 10: Let F > F = t m = m ... m m = t1 ... mk i
F = F > F2 > ... > F = F, m. the degree of Fi over Fi+1,
V. a normal basis generator for Fi/Fi+ ! i = 1,...,k and F a
(t ,t)-regular field.
v = v1v 2 ... vk generates a normal basis for F/F if and only if
TrF /F (vi i+1 Vk) = i+l..vkTrFi/F i+(vi) generates a
i+ ! i+1 1 +1 1
normal basis for F i+/F.
If v generates a normal basis for F/F and a is in F then
also v' = av is a normal basis generator for F/F and they share
essentially the same generator properties. A normal basis for
F/F is a wunitary normal basis" if it is generated by an element
with trace equal to one.
In a unitary normal basis for F/F an element aeF is
represented by a row vector of m = [F:F] elements equal to a.
If F > E > F and v2, v' 2 v1,vi are unitary normal bases
generators for F/E and E/F respectively for v = v2v1 = v v1 we
have Trf/E(v) = v1 TrF/E(V2 ) = V1 = v; Tr/E(Vi) = v2
and v2 = vI.
The results of the preceeding propositions assume a
particular "canonical" form stated in terms of unitary normal
14
bases.
n.
Theorem 11: Let F ) F m = t m = mi ... mi = t
the degree of Fi over Fi+.
F=1 F2 > ... > Fk ) Fk+1 = F v. a unitary normal basis
generator for Fi/Fi+. i = 1,...,k and F a (ts,t)-regular field.
Then:
i) v = v1v2 ... vk generates a unitary normal basis for
ii) if v is a normal basis generator for F/F and v =
v1... k = v~...v~ vi and vi unitary normal basis
generator for Fi/Fi+1 i=1,...k, then vi = vj i.e.
the decomposition in i) is unique.
Theorem 12: (Canonical Decomposition of a Normal Basis
Generator)
Let veF be a unitary normal basis generator for F/F.
n.
i) If m = qlq 2 ... qk qi=P i Pi prime numbers,
Pi < Pi+ i = 1,...,k-1 = F1 > F2 >... > Fk+ =
= F, qi the degree of Fi over Fi+1, then there exist
unique v. in F. unitary normal bases generators for
1 i = ,.,k- such that v = 
Fi/Fi+! i = 1,...,k-1 such that v = VlV 2 ...vk.
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ii) If m = ts , t a prime number F > F2 > ... > F+ =
= F, t the degree of Fi over Fi+1 then there exist
unique vi in Fi unitary normal bases generators for
Fi/Fi+1 i = 1,...,k-1 such that v = v1v2 ... Vk.
The proof of Theorem 11 follows by induction from Theorem
10 the proof of Theorem 12 by induction using Theorem 7 and
Theorem 8 with the observation on the trace made at the end of
Theorem 5.
The proof of Theorem 11 follows by induction from Theorem
10 the proof of Theorem 12 by induction using Theorem 7 and
Theorem 8 with the observation on the trace made at the end of
Theorem 5.
4. COMMENTS
Suppose that m is as in ii) of Theorem 12 and F is a
(ts,t)-regular field then Theorem 11 and Theorem 12 describe
completely the structure of the unitary normal bases in the
sense that all of these are obtained as v = v1... v k where vi 8
Fi is any unitary normal basis generator for Fi/Fi+1.
If m is as in i) of Theorem 12 and F is (pi , pi)-regular
17
for i=1,...,k-1 (Pi different from the characteristic p of the
field) then also Fi+! is (Pn ,pi)-regular (as follows from
Theorem A.4 in the appendix) and so again Theorem 12 and Theorem
11 describe completely the structure of the unitarty normal
bases of F/F.
Finally, with the assumption of (pn ,pi)-regularity as
above, Theorem 12 ii), Theorem 11 and Theorem 2 describe
completely the structure of the "direct composition" of the
unitary normal bases introduced in Section 2.
Using the previous results it is easy to establish other
facts about compositions of normal bases generators. For
instance, let F > E > F m(n) the degree of F over E (of E over
F) and Nm,a Nn,b be normal bases for F/E and E/F respectively
with every prime divisor of m greater than any prime divisor of
n then Nm,a Nn,b is a normal basis for F/F if and only if it is
a direct composition of normal bases (because every vector of a
normal basis is a normal basis generator, but only in the case
of a direct composition are these elements in the canonical
decomposition of a normal basis generator). If m=tk n=th. where
t is prime, again Nm,a Nn,a is not a normal basis for F/F.
Appendix: Regular Cyclotomic Extensions
Some results and observations on the m-th cyclotonic field
F(m) and on (m,n)-regular fields are reported in the following.
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Theorem (3]. If god (m,p} = 1 then Q(x) factors into distinct
monic irreducible polynomials in F[x] of the same degree h, F(m)
is the splitting field of any such irreducible factor over F and
h = [F(m):F], where h is the least positive integer such that
qh = 1 mod m.
Let m=ns, m'=nh.
Theorem A.1. The finite field F is (m,n)-regular if and only if
F is (m,m')-regular and (m',n)-regular.
(In fact F(m) > F(nh) > F(n) so the dimension EF(m):F(n)] =
=[F(m):F(nh)] F(nh):F(n) ] is maximum if and only if are maximum
£F(m):F(nh)] and £F(nh):F(n)]).
Theorem A.2. Let h and k be relatively prime integers such that
if a prime 1 divide h or k it divides also the interger n. The
field F is (nhk,n)-regular if and only if it is (nh,n) and
(nk,n)-regular.
Proof. The direct part follows from Theorem A.1. Conversely
F(nhk) is the smallest field containing F(n), F(nh), f(nk) and
its dimension over F(n) is l.c.m. {m1 ,m2 } where m i =
[F(nh):F(n)] = h m2 = £F(nk):F(n)] = k. But h and k are
relatively prime so [F(n hk ):F(n)] = hk i.e. F is (nhk,n)
19
regular.
Theorem A.3. Let m,n m',n' be couples of integers consistent
with the definition of (m,n), (m',n') regularity and m,m' be
relatively prime. F is (mm', nn')-regular if and only if F is
(m,n) (m',n')-regular and (mn', nn') (m'n, n'n) regular.
Proof: Suppose F is (m m', nn')-regular. For Theorem A.1 F is
(mn', nn')-regular and so are F(n ') and F(n). (F(n')) (nn ') =
= F(nn') = (F(n'))(n) and
(F(n'))(mn') = (F(n'))(m) so
mn' m (mnl) (nn') =
-nn = m = [F ':FnI = (F(n'))(m):(F(n') )( n )nn' n
i.e. F (n ') is (m,n) regular and so is F. The same holds for the
(m'n, n'n) (m',n) regularity of F. Conversely, m/n = [F( m n '):
F(n n t) ] m'/n' = [F(m'n):F(n'n)] F(mm ') is the smallest field
containing F(mn') and F(m'n) but for the relative primality of
m/n and m'/n' its dimension over F(nn ') is mm'/nn', i.e. F is
(mm',nn')-regular.
Let n' = [F(n):F] m' = [F(m):F] m,n be consistent with the
definition of (m,n)-regularity and m1 = [F:F]. We have s =
[F(m):F(n)] m'=sn' s = m'/n' so, remembering Theorem 6 the
following can be stated:
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Theorem A.4. i) F is (m,n)-regular if and only if
m/n = m'/n'
ii) if god {m,n'}) = d, gcd (ml/d, m/n} = d' and
F is (m,n)-regular then F is (m,d'n)-
regular.
(In (ii) notice that for the (m,n)-regularity of F m' = n'm/n).
In particular if m1 and m/n (or n) are relatively prime and F is
(m,n)-regular F is also (m,n)-regular. The following results
hold (see also [2]):
Theorem A.5:
i) Let h be the degree of the prime factors of Qln (x) in
F[x], 1 a prime different from the characteristic p of F, then
the degree h* of the prime factors of Qln+l (x) in F[xl is h or
hl (h*=h if and only if ln+1 divides (h-1)). If h* = hl and
[gi(x)}i are the prime factors of Q1(x) then {gi(xl}i are the
prime factors of Qln+l (x).
ii) Let 1 be a prime number, q = IFi and i>2. If ii
divide (q-1) but li+ l does not, then F is (ln+i,li)-regular for
any positive integer n.
The proof of i) follows from an application of the theorem
recalled in the beginning of this appendix (h will be of the
type h=lku with k<n,u a divisor of (1-1). Simple consideration
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exclude other possibilities for h* different from h or hi). A
proof for ii) can be constructed as follows.
1j+ ! k -1 j) 1 = ()L (etjIkF' l+ q!+ =F(ki F( 1 I = qF q then
q - 1 = (ql - 1)((ql ) +.+ q + 1) so
k+1 k lii(1k+ l j1 j[F :F ] = 1 if and only if (q ) +...+ q + 1 = 0
mode 12, but if q=1 mod 12 this is impossible (l#O mod 12)
therefore F in (ln+i,li)-regular.
In particular F is (ln,l)-regular for every n if and only
if 1 = [F ( 1 ) :F (1 ) ] = [F ( 1 ) :F (1 )] h = [F(1):F] where h
divides (1-1) (i.e., 12 does not divide (qh-1) and 13 does not
divide (qhl-l)).
We find h = hl in F = GF(2 2 ): p=2 q=4=22 1=3, Q3 (x) is
reducible over F with factors of degree h=1, because 3 divides
(22-1), but Q3 (x) is reducible over F with irreducible factors
of degree h*=3 because 32 does not divide (22-1).
h*=h in F=GF(5) p=q=5 1=2 h=1,2 and 22 divide (5-1) so h = h
= 1. Another interesting example is F = GF(3), p=3 1=2. We
find
F( 2 4 ) > F (2 3 ) > F ( 2 2 ) > F ( 2 ) > F
2 1 2 1
The same holds for other suitable prime p.
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In the case of characteristic two F = GF(2) is (l ,l)-regular
for 1 = 3,5,7,11,13,17,19. Is F = GF(2) (l1,l)-regular for
every odd prime integer?
The answer is no because1 there exist primes 1 such that 21-1 
= 1 mod 12
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